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COMPLEX INTERPOLATION OF NORMED 
AND QUASINORMED SPACES IN SEVERAL DIMENSIONS. II. 

PROPERTIES OF HARMONIC INTERPOLATION 

ZBIGNIEW SLODKOWSKI 

ABSTRACT. This paper is a continuation of the study of harmonic interpolation 
families of normed or quasinormed spaces parametrized by points of a domain 
in Ck . It is shown, among other things, that each of the following properties 
holds for all the intermediate quasinormed spaces, if it holds for all given bound-
ary spaces: (I) being a normed space; (2) being a Hilbert space; (3) satisfying 
the triangle inequality by the rth power of the quasinorm; (4) being uniformly 
convex; and (5) being uniformly smooth. As a principal tool, the notion of 
a harmonic set valued function (a generalization of analytic multifunction) is 
introduced and studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of [18], where a variety of complex interpolation 
methods for families of normed or quasinormed spaces, parametrized by points 
of a domain in Ck , was introduced and studied. These methods, denoted by 
P~C? and p~Sh, where controlled by pseudoconvex classes Q, with local max-
imum properites, of functions on Ck (cf. [18, (1.0)-(1.12)]). In the natural, 
special case when Q is the class of all subharmonic functions on Ck , the corre-
sponding interpolation method is called the harmonic interpolation method. Its 
basic properties, including existence, uniqueness, duality and reiteration, were 
obtained in [18, §8] as special cases of the general results valid for all the P~o 
and p~Sh -methods (with exception for the duality in the latter case). In this pa-
per we restrict our attention to the harmonic interpolation method and establish 
its further properties. 

A summary of basic results on the harmonic interpolation and some back-
ground can be found in [18, §§8 and 1]. However, we review as needed necessary 
definitions and facts, and so the actual consulting of [18] is not required. (§6 
may constitute an exception.) 

Recall first that a function u( z , w) , usc (=upper semicontinuous) on U c 
d x Cn , is said to be of class Psubh if for every holomorphic map f: Go ---. Cn , 
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Go C Ck , the composition z ---+ u(z ,fez)) is subharmonic. Whenever we have 
a class P of usc functions on open subsets of CN , we say that a locally closed 
set X C CN has the local maximum property relative to P (or that functions of 
class P have local maximum property on X) if for every compact set K C CN , 

such that X n K is compact, and for every function u E P, defined near K, 
maxulXnK:5 maxuIXn(8K). 

If G c Ck is a bounded domain, regular with respect to the Dirichlet prob-
lem, and {Cn ,P,(')}'EDG is a continuous family of (finite dimensional) quasi-
normed spaces, then there exists a unique continuous family of quasinormed 
spaces {Cn ,.oz(')} zEG (called the harmonic interpolation family), such that 
.0, = P" 'E 8G, and (1) the set {(z,w) E G x Cn: .oz(w) :5 I} has local 
maximum property with respect to functions of class Psubh ' and (2) the func-
tion (z, w) ---+ .0 z (w) belongs to Psubh (G x Cn ). In the normed case, closely 
related results were independently obtained by Coifman and Semmes and an-
nounced in [5] (see also Rochberg [10)). 

The emphasis of this paper is on studying those geometric properties of 
normed or quasinormed spaces that must hold for the intermediate quasinorms 
.oz, z E G, provided they are satisfied by the given quasinorms P" 'E 8G. 
In particular, we show in §2 that the interpolation of norms necessarily leads 
to norms. An analogous fact holds for r-norms for each r E (0, 1) (where 
an r-norm is a quasinorm whose rth power satisfies the triangle inequality). 
We give also a new, very simple proof of the fact, obtained first by Coifman 
and Semmes, that the (harmonic) interpolation of Hilbertian (=inner product) 
norms always produces Hilbertian norms (cf. Corollary 2.7). We developed this 
direct, interpolation-theoretic proof in response to a suggestion of Rochberg 
[10]. 

Various properties related to uniform convexity and smoothness of fiber 
spaces exhibit similar regularity with respect to the harmonic interpolation. If 
the squares of the boundary quasi norms P, (w) have L 00 second order deriva-
tives with respect to w, uniformly on 8 G, then the same is true for the in-
termediate quasinorms on G (Theorem 2.12). In §5, estimates of moduli of 
convexity and smoothness of the intermediate quasinorms .0 z, z E G, in terms 
of those of P" 'E 8G, are given. It is also shown, among other things, that 
various geometric constants characterizing the quasinormed spaces (Cn ,.oz), 
z E G, are sub- or superharmonic functions of the parameter z (cf. Theorems 
2.10 and 5.4 and Remark 5.5). 

In proving the above-mentioned results, we use systematically harmonic mul-
tifunctions (cf. Definition 2.1). Similarly as analytic multifunctions, explored 
by the author in [11, 13, 15, 16], harmonic multifunctions are set-valued gener-
alizations of analytic maps which are defined by a certain maximum property. 
Their properties are developed in §§2, 3 and 4 (but only to the extent required 
by the applications of this paper). In particular, we prove a result on the compo-
sition of an analytic multifunction with a harmonic one (Theorem 4.5). Using 
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this, we show that, if {Cn , Nl)}tE(O,to) is an interpolation family of (quasi-
normed) spaces in the Calderon sense, and h: G -+ (0, to)' G C Ck , is a 
harmonic function, then {Cn , Nh(z) (.)} zEG is a harmonic interpolation family 
(Theorem 4.1). This proves a conjecture of Rochberg [10]. 

Already this theorem allows one to obtain many specific harmonic interpola-
tion families. In addition to this, explicit examples of harmonic interpolation 
families of lp spaces (also for p < I) are presented in §3. 

The exposition of material outlined so far (§§ 1-5) is essentially self-contained. 
§6 (of which §§1-5 are independent) may require referring to [18]. Its purpose 
is to provide a wider perspective in which the reasons for various properties 
of the harmonic interpolation method stand out more clearly. We show that 
some of these properties extend to those P~o - or p~Sh -interpolation methods of 
[18] for which the parametrizing class Q of functions is closed with respect to 
addition, while some other properties hold when the dual class Qd is closed 
with respect to addition (cf. Terminology 1.1 below). It turns out that if both 
Q and Qd have this property, then Q = the class of all subharmonic functions 
with respect to some metric (and conversely). 

We would like to point out that Example 6.7 (as well as Corollary 6.8 and 
Example 6.9) can be read independently of the rest of §6. The example shows 
that a compact set fibered over a sphere in C2 , with convex fibers, may have a 
polynomial hull with nonconvex fibers. 

1. PRELIMINARIES: PROPER TIES OF THE CLASS Psubh 

Class Psubh is a special case of classes PQ studied in [19, §4]. We list here 
for further reference some of its properties. Below, Psubh stands for the class 
of all Psubh functions on subsets of Ck+n . 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 

( 1.5) 

( 1.6) 
(1. 7) 

(1.7)(a) 

If VI C Ck X Cn , V C Ck x Cm , U E Psubh (V) , and (z, w) -+ 

(z , F (z , w)): VI -+ V is a holomorphic map, then the function 
u l (z, w) = u(z, F(z, w)) is of class Psubh on VI' 

All plurisubharmonic functions on Ck+n belong to Psubh ' 

Psubh c Pk - I • 

P _ p psh 
subh - subh' 

k+n) Psubh C subh (on C . 
If u > 0, log U E Psubh and r > 0, then u' E Psubh ' 

If U E Psubh ' -00 ::; a < U < b , and p is a nondecreasing 
convex function on (a, b) , then p 0 U E Psubh • 
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Terminology 1.1. Pk - I in (1.5) denotes the class of all (k-l )-plurisubharmonic 
functions on Ck+n. Recall that a d 2) -smooth function u belongs to Pq if 
its complex Hessian has no more than q negative eigenvalues; we then write 
u E d 2 ) Pq (cf. [7]). If P is an arbitrary class of usc functions on CN , we say 
that a usc function v lies in the dual class pd if for every u E P and for every 
compact set K c Dom(u)nDom(v) , max(u+v)IK ~ max(u+v)laK. We can 
now define Pq as the dual class to d 2) PN - q - I (cf. [12, §1] or [7]). 

The class P:us:h in (1.6) consists of those functions u(z, w) in P subh which 
have plurisubharmonic slices w ---- u(z, w), zEd. (The interpolating quasi-
norms were defined in [18] with the help of P:U~h; according to (1.6), we can 
just use P subh .) 

Remark 1.2. It was shown in [19, Lemma 4.11] that a d 2)-smooth function 
u( z , w) lies in P subh if and only if for every point (a, b) E Dom u and for 
every C-linear map S: Ck ---- Cn , the form 

c 
z----Hess u(a,b)(zEBSz,ZEBSz) 

has nonnegative trace. 
If u is strictly plurisubharmonic in w, an equivalent condition is 

-I 
tr(HII - HI2H22 H 21 ) ~ 0, 

where HII ,H12 ,H21 ,H22 are the blocks of the complex Hessian corresponding 
to zz, zw, wz, ww (cf. [19, Lemma 4.11]). 

Properties (1.1) through (1.3) follow immediately from the definition of 
P subh • Property (1.7) is a consequence of the definition and of the similar prop-
erty for subharmonic functions (cf. also [17, Proposition 1.14( iv)]). Property 
(1.7)(a) follows in the same way. 

Proof o!property (1.4). By the definition of (k - I )-plurisubharmonic functions 
[7; 14, § I; and 12, Proposition 1.1], we have to show: if u E P subh (U), v (z , w) 
is a plurisubharmonic function defined in a neighborhood of a closed ball B c U 
and L is a complex k-dimensional plane through the center (a, b) of B, then 

(u+v)(a,b) ~ max(u+v)l(aB)nL. 

Suppose this fails, then there is a neighborhood V of (aB) n L in d+ n such 
that 

( 1.8) (u + v)(a, b) > sup(u + v)W. 

One can choose a k-dimensional complex plane LI through (a, b) so that 
LI n DB c V, and LI does not contain any direction parallel to {O} x cn • 

k n Then LI is the graph ofa C-affinemap S:C ----C . By (1.8), (u+v)(a,b» 
max(u + v)IL I n DB, which contradicts the local maximum property, and so 
also the subharmonicity of the function z ---- (u + v)(z, S(z)). Q.E.D. 
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Proofofproperty (1.5). Only the inclusion P subh C P:U~h requires the proof. Let 
u E P subh (U), U C Ck+n . We have to show that for every complex line L c Cn , 
the function w -+ u(z, w): ({z} x L)n U -+ [-00,00) is subharmonic. By (1.2), 
ul(Ck xL)nU E P subh ' and so we can assume, without loss of generality, that n = 
1 . Fix (a, b) E U c Ck xc. By the well-known criterion, it suffices to show that, 
whenever h(w) is harmonic in D and continuous on D, where D = D(b, r), 
r> 0, is an open disc, then u(a, b) + h(b) ~ max{u(a, w) + h(w): w E aD} . 
Suppose this fails. By [14, Lemma 4.5], there is an R-affine function /(w) and 
b* ED such that 

( 1.9) v(a,b*) = 0 > v(a,w), WE D\{b*}, 

where v(z, w) = u(z, w) +h(w) +/(w). By (1.1) and (1.3), v(z, w) is of class 
Psul>h in a neighborhood of (a, b). Define now V(z, WI' ... ,wk ) = v(z, WI) + 
... + v(z, w k ) in a neighborhood of the point (a, b* , ... ,b*) E Ck X ck . Near 
this point, V is a P subh function (by properties (1.1) and (1.2)), and so a Pk - I 
function, by (1.4). In particular, the slice function w -+ V(a,w) must have 
local maximum property. This contradicts (1.9) because 

if Wi =I- b* for some i. Q.E.D. 

Proofofproperty (1.6). Let u E Psubh(U), U c ck+n . By the last proof, P subh = 

P:U~h' and so u(z, w) is subharmonic in z and w separately. Subharmonicity 
of such u is obtained by proving the mean-value inequality for a sphere S C 
Ck+n , centered at (a, b). If B is the projection of this sphere on ck , then 
S = U=ES{Z} x S= ' where S= c Cn are spheres in Cn centered at b. Then 

r u(z, w) da(z, w) = C dv(z) r u(z, w) daJw) 1s In 1s= 
~ hdV(Z)u(z,b) ~ u(a,b), 

where da(z, w), da=(w) and dv(z) denote suitably normalized, surface and 
volume measures. Q.E.D. 

Remark. Properties (1.4)-( 1.6) can also be proved by using smooth approxima-
tion of functions of class P subh (or C~~ .Ioe approximation, as in [19, §2]) and 
applying Remark 1.2 above. 

Terminology. Throughout this paper "a quasinorm" will mean a continuous 
plurisubharmonic function p: C" -+ [0, + 00) which is C-homogeneous (in 
the sense that p(AZ) = IAlp(z) if A E C, z E Cn) and positive on C"\{O}. 
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2. HARMONIC MULTIFUNCTIONS AND REGULARITY PROPERTIES 
OF INTERMEDIATE QUASINORMS 

The following definition is analogous to that of the weak analytic multifunc-
tion, (cf. [11, Definition 4.1; 15, Definition 3.2]). 

Definition 2.1. Let z ~ K(z): G ~ 2en , where G c ek is open, be a usc 
(=upper semicontinuous) multifunction (=set-valued function) with compact 
sections K(z), z E G. We say that K(·) is a harmonic multifunction if for 
every integer s and for every function u( z ,~ , w) of class Psubh on an open 
set H c G x en+s (where z E G, WEen, ~ E eS ), the function v(z ,~) = 
max{u(z, W ,~): W E K(z)} is Psubh on the set {(z ,~) E G x eS : {z} x K(z) x 
{~} c H}. 
Remark. If s = 0 , the condition requires that v is a subharmonic function on 
G. In fact, this weaker condition characterizes harmonic multifunctions. (We 
omit the proof.) 

The next fact is a special case of [18, Proposition 1.3]. (The proof in [18] 
was spelled out in the case when H:J gr(K) xC, but the required changes are 
trivial.) 

Proposition 2.2. Let z ~ K(z): G ~ 2en , G c ek , be a usc multifunction with 
compact sections K (z), z E G. Assume that the restrictions of functions of class 
Psubh on G x en to the graph of K (gr(K) = {(z,w): z E G,w E K(z)}) 
have the local maximum property. Then z ~ K(z): G ~ 2en is a harmonic 
multifunction. 

It can be proved that the sufficient condition formulated in this proposition 
is also necessary. 

The relation of harmonic multi functions to harmonic functions is not very 
strong. In the case a: U ~ en is a continuous single-valued mapping, then 
K(z) = {a(z)} is a harmonic multifunction if and only if a(·) is an ana-
lytic mapping, and the same equivalence holds for analytic multifunctions. If 
rp: U ~ [-00, + 00) is usc and K(z) = {w E en: Iwi ~ ef/J(Z)} , then K(·) is 
a harmonic multifunction if and only if rp is a subharmonic function (and K 
is analytic if and only if rp is plurisubharmonic). The case of rp harmonic 
would correspond to extremal harmonic multifunction with fixed boundary val-
ues K ((), (E a G . 

The following proposition is an analog of [11, Proposition 5.1]. 
en em Proposition 2.3. Let z ~ K(z): G ~ 2 and z ~ L(z): G ~ 2 ,where 

G c ek is open, be harmonic multifunctions. Then 

z ~ K(z) x L(z): G ~ 2 cn+m 

is also a harmonic multifunction. 
Proof. Let R(z) = K(z)xL(z). We have to show that whenever u(z, WI' W 2 ,~) 

is a function of class Psubh on an open set H c G x en+m+s , then the function 
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v(z ,C;) = max{u(z, WI' W2 ,C;): (WI' W2) E R(z)} belongs to Psubh(Ho), where 
Ho = {(z ,C;) E G x Cs : {z} x R(z) x {C;} c H}. 

Let u l (z, w2 ,C;) = max{u(z, WI' w2 ,C;): WI E K(z)}. Since KI (.) is a 
harmonic multifunction, u I is a Psubh -function on HI C G x Cm+s , where 
HI = {(z, w2 ,C;): {z} x K(z) X {(w2 ,C;)} C H}. Observe now that Ho = 
{(z ,C;): {z} x L(z) x {C;} c HI} and v(z ,C;) = max{u l (z, w2 ,C;): w2 E L(z)}. 
Since L(·) is a harmonic multifunction, v E Psubh(Ho)' Q.E.D. 

Our applications of harmonic multi functions to harmonic interpolation rely 
on the next proposition and remark. 

Proposition 2.4. Let p z: Cn --> R, z E G, be quasi norms (as always, contin-
uous, plurisubharmonic and complex-homogeneous) and denote K(z) = {w E 
Cn : p z (w) ::; I}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) gr(K) = {(z,w): zEG,wEK(z)} isa Psubh-maximumset; 
(ii) z --> K(z): G --> 2en is a harmonic multifunction; 

(iii) spaces {Cn ,pz(·)} zEG form a harmonic superinterpolation family (i.e. 
P:::h -superinterpolation family in the sense of[ 18, Definition 3.3]). 

The concepts of sub- and superinterpolation were introduced by Rochberg 
[9] in the one-dimensional setting (k = 1). The several dimensional case was 
studied in [18, §3.4]. 

We recall here that a family of quasinormed spaces {Cn ,pz(·)} zEG is called a 
harmonic sub interpolation (superinterpolation) family if the function (z, w) --> 

p~(w) is usc (lsc) and for every compact ball BeG and for every harmonic 
i~terpolation family on B, {Cn , qz(')} zEB' such that p,(w) ::; q,(W) , 'E 8B, 
W E Cn (p,(w) ~ q,(w)) , it holds that pJw) ::; qz(w), z E B, w E Cn 

(p _ (w) ~ q _ (w), z E B, W E Cn ) . 

-Spaces {Cn ,pJ zEG form a harmonic interpolation family if and only if they 
have both the subinterpolation and the superinterpolation properties. 

Proof of Proposition 2.4. (i) => (ii) by Proposition 2.2, and (i) and (iii) are 
equivalent by [18, Theorem 3.5]. It remains to prove that (ii) => (iii). By [18, 
Remark 3.11 and Definition 3.3], we have to show that if BeG is a closed 
ball and {Cn , q J)} ::EB is a harmonic interpolation family such that 

(2.1) p,(w) ~ q,(w), 'E 8B, WE Cn , 

then 

(2.2) z E B, WE Cn. 

By [18, Theorem 4.1] or the next remark, (z, w) --> q:: (w) is a Psubh -function 
on B x Cn ,and by Definition 2.1 the function v(z) = max{qJw): WE K(z)} 
is subharmonic in B (and clearly usc on B). By (2.1), v(,) ::; 1 for' E 8B, 
and so v (z) ::; max v 18 B ::; 1 . This implies (2.2). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2.5. (a) Quasinormed spaces {Cn ,Pz(')}zEG form a harmonic inter-
polation family if they form both a (harmonic) super- and sub interpolation 
family. 

(b) {Cn , p z (.)} zEG form a harmonic sub interpolation family if and only if 
the function (z, w) --+ logp z (w): G x Cn --+ [-00, + 00) is of class Psubh (cf. 
[18, Remark 3.4 and Theorem 4.1]). 

Further results on harmonic multi functions are given in §§3 and 4. We will 
now discuss the applications which will be easily derived from the following, 
rather technical, lemma. 

Lemma 2.6. Let G C Ck be a bounded open set and let quasinormed spaces 
{en ,p z (.)} ZEG form a harmonic interpolation family. (Continuity on G is also 
assumed.) Let a, b , c , d ,r be positive real numbers. Assume that for every 
z E 8 G and x, y E Cn 

(2.3) apz(x + y)r + bpz(x - y)r ::; cpz(x)r + dpz(Y)' . 
Then this inequality holds for every z E G (with the same constants). 
Proof. By continuity, it suffices to prove (2.3) for x ,y =I- O. To prove it for 
specific Zo E G, Xo ,Yo E Cn\{O} , let a = pzo(xo) ' P = pzo(Yo) , and replace 
Xo by ax and Yo by py in (2.3), where p (x) = 1 = p (y). By this, it is Zo Zo 
enough to show that 
(2.4) apz(ax + py)' + bpz(ax - py)' ::; car + dpr 
for every x ,y E Cn such that p~(x) ::; 1, p,(y) ::; 1, and arbitrary a, p > O. 
Now let u(z, x ,y) = apz(ax + -py), + bpz(ax - py)' , with a, p fixed. By 
Remark 2.5(b) and property (1.2), functions (z ,x ,y) --+ logp_(ax + py) and 
(z , x ,y) --+ logp = (ax - p y) belong to Psubh (G x Cn x Cn ); ;pplying proper-
ties (1.8) and (1.9), we conclude that u E Psubh(G X C2n ). Denote by W(z), 
z E G, the unit ball of the quasinorm pz(')' By Proposition 2.4, z --+ W(z) 
is a harmonic multifunction, and by Proposition 2.3 the product multifunc-
tion z --+ W (z) x W (z): G --+ 2c2n is harmonic. Hence, the function v (z) = 
max{u(z ,x ,y): x ,y E W(z)} is subharmonic in G (and usc in G). 

By the construction of the function v(·), the condition (2.4) holds for a 
given quasinorm pz/) if and only if v(zo) ::; car + dpr; by the assumptions, 
it holds on 8G, and so, by the subharmonicity of v, we get v(z) ::; 
max{v(C): C E 8G} ::; car + dpr for all z E G. Thus (2.4), and so (2.3), holds 
everywhere on G. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.7. Let {Cn , p z ( .)} zEG (where G c Ck is bounded and open) be a 
harmonic interpolation family of quasinormed spaces on G and continuous on 
G. Then 

(a) if all the boundary quasinorms p,(.) , I; E 8G, are actually norms, then 
all the intermediate quasinorms p z (.), z E G, are also norms; 

(b) if all the boundary norms P" I; E 8G, are Hilbertian, then all the 
intermediate ones are Hilbertian as well. 
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Proof. (a) By the assumption, p,(x + y) :::; p,(x) + p,(y), 'E 8G, x ,y E en . 
Applying Lemma 2.6 with a = 1 ,b = O,C = I,d = 1 and r = 1, we obtain 
that pz(x + y) :::; pz(x) + pz(Y) for x ,y E en and every z E G. Thus every 
p" Z E G , is a norm. 

- (b) Since p,(.) , 'E 8G, are Hilbertian norms, p,(x + y)2 + p,(x _ y)2 :::; 
2p,(X)2 + 2p,(y)2, X ,y E en, 'E 8G. Applying Lemma 2.6 with a = 1, b = 
1 ,c = 2, d = 2, r = 2 , we obtain that 

(2.5) n -X,YEe ,zEG. 

This implies that pz(·) are Hilbertian norms (cf. Day [6, VII, §3]). (Actually 
Day mentions equations as the sufficient condition; note however that substitut-
ing in (2.5) (x+y)j2 and (x-y)j2 for x and y yields the opposite inequality, 
and so the equation.) Q.E.D. 

The analog of Corollary 2.7(a) is, in general, false for p~Sh -interpolation 
methods studied in [18] (see Corollary 6.8 below for an example). For this 
reason, normed spaces were interpolated with help of classes P~o, instead of 
p~Sh (cf. [18, §§2 and 8]). Recall that a function u(z, w) belongs to PSC:bh if 
it lies in P subh and the slice functions w -+ u( z , w) are locally convex for 
every z. As it was defined in [18], normed spaces {en, /I ·11 z} zEG form a Ps~~h
interpolation family if the function (z, w) -+ /lwllz lies in PS~~h' and the set 
X = {( z , w) E G x en: IIw II 7 :::; I} has the local maximum property with respect 
to class Ps~obh. -

In view of Corollary 2.7(a), we have two, potentially different, methods, 
namely P subh -interpolation and PS~~h -interpolation, which both produce normed 
spaces out of normed boundary spaces. We will show now that they are consis-
tent (in the normed case). 

Proposition 2.8. Let {en, II . II,} 'EiJG be a continuous family of normed spaces, 
where G c e k is a bounded open set regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. 
Let {en, p z (.)} zEG be a continuous P subh -interpolation family extending given 
boundary data (i.e. P, = II . II" 'E 8G). Then it is identical with the unique 
PsC:bh -interpolation family of normed spaces extending given boundary data. 
Proof. Denote by {en, /I . /I z} zEG the unique PsC:bh -interpolation family extend-
ing the given data (which exists by [18, Theorem 2.3]). 

We denote Y = {(z, w) E G x en: pz(w) :::; I}, and X is defined as above. 
Then, X\X = Y\Y = {(', w) E 8G x en: IIwll, :::; I}. Let, further, p(z, w) = 

pz(w) and rp(z, w) = IIwllz for (z, w) E G x en. Then, rplG x en E P subh ' 

and so max rp I Y :::; max rp I Y\ Y = max rp IX\X = 1 , which implies that 

(2.6) Y eX. 

On the other hand, since the slice functions P7(·) are convex by Corollary 2. 7(a), 
therefore p E PS

c:bh ' and since X has the l~cal maximum property relative to 
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PsC: bh , we get maxplX :::; maxplX\X = maxplY\Y = 1, and so X C Y. In 
view of (2.6), Y = X, which implies identity of pz(w) and IIwllz. Q.E.D. 

(Further information on the maximum principle employed in this proof can 
be found in [17, Corollary 4.4].) 

We can now adapt the duality result of [18, Theorem 6.1 and §8.2(b)] to the 
context of this paper. 

Theorem 2.9. IJ the normed spaces {Cn , p z (.)} zEG Jorm a harmonic interpola-
tion Jamily (i.e. Psubh -interpolation), then their dual normed spaces also Jorm a 
harmonic interpolation Jamily. 

A new, direct proof of this duality theorem will be given in the sequel of this 
paper [21]. 

Remark. An analog of Corollary 2.7(a) is true with norms replaced by r-norms, 
i.e. quasinorms whose rth power (0 < r :::; 1) satisfies the triangle inequality 
p=(x + y)' :::; pz(x)' + pz(y)', x ,y E Cn . If there is a common ro E (0,1) 
such that this inequality holds for all z E 8G, then, applying Lemma 2.6 with 
a = 1, b = 0, c = 1 ,d = 1 , and r = ro ' we obtain that it holds for all z E G, 
that is, all the Pz 's are ro-norms (z E G). The following, more precise, result 
will be proven in § 5. 

Theorem 2.10. In the situation oj the last remark, denote by r(z) the largest 
r E (0, 1] such that the Junction w ---> P? (w)' : Cn ---> R is subadditive. Then the 
Junction z ---> 1/ r( z) is lsc and weak suhharmonic (i.e. it satisfies the sub-mean-
value inequality). 

The next corollary is related to the interpolation of uniformly convex and 
uniformly smooth spaces which will be studied in more detail in §5. 

Corollary 2.11. Let {Cn ,pz(·)} zEG be a continuous harmonic interpolationJam-
ily oj quasinormed spaces. Then 

(a) if there is 0 < K < 00 such that the inequality p_(x + h)2 + p_(x - h)2 :::; 
2p_(x)2 + Kp_(h)2 Jor x, h E Cn , holds Jor all z E 8G, then thi; inequality 
hoids Jor all ; E G (and x, h E Cn) with the same constant, 

(b) if there is c > 0 such that 
2 2 2 2 (2.7) p,(xo + h) + p,(xo - h) 2: 2p,(xo) + cp,(h) 

Jor x o' h E Cn and , E 8 G, then this inequality holdls Jor all (z, Xo ' h) E 
G x Cn x Cn . 

Proof. (a) Apply Lemma 2.6 with a = 1 ,b = 1 ,c = 2, d = K and r = 2. 
(b) By the substitution Xo = ~(x + y), h = ~(x - y), the inequality (2.7) is 

equivalent to the inequality 

(' ,x ,y) E G x Cn x Cn . 
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The conclusion follows by applying Lemma 2.6 with a = t ,b = ~ ,c = 1 ,d = 1 
and r = 2. Q.E.D. 

The following theorem will be used in [21] to study the regularity properties 
of the norm-function (z, w) --> pz(w) . 

Theorem 2.12. Let {en ,p z} zEG be a (continuous) harmonic interpolation family 
of quasinormed spaces. Then 

(a) if the functions w --> p,(W)2: en --> R have L 00 second partial derivatives 
in wand they are uniformly bounded (by a constant C) on aG x en , then the 
function (z,w)-->Pz(W)2 has L oo second partial derivatives in won Gxen , 

(b) if, in addition, the real Hessian in w is positive definite for every' E aG 
and a.a. WEen, and its lowest eigenvalue is greater or equal than a common 
constant c > 0 (for 'E a G, and a.e. WEen), then this property holds also for 
all Z E G and a.e. WEen (with the same constant). 
Proof. (a) Let C be an upper bound for the maximum eigenvalue of the real 
Hessian of W --> p,(W)2: en --> R at a.e. WEen and for all 'E aG. By a 
standard criterion (cf. [12, Proposition 2.2]), the function W --> p,(w) - tclwI2 
is concave for every' E aG, and so 

2 2 2 2 n (2.8) p,(x + y) + p,(x - y) ::::; 2p,(x) + Clhl, x, hE e , 

where 1·1 denotes the Euclidean norm on en . Since {p,} 'EDG is a continuous 
family of quasinorms, there is a positive constant A such that 

-1 n (2.9) A Ixl::::; p,(x) ::::; Alxl, 'E aG, x E e . 
. 2 2 2 2 2 By thiS and (2.8), we get p,(x + h) + p,(x - h) ::::; 2p,(x) + A Cp,(h) for 

'E aG, x ,h E en, and so, by Corollary 2.11(a), 
2 2 2 2 2 n p=(x+h) +p=(x-h) ::::;2pz(x) +A Cpz(h) forallzEG, X,hEe . 

Hence 
(2.10) 

because 
(2.11 ) Z E G, x E en. 

(The right-hand side of the last inequality follows from (2.9) and the subhar-
monicityof Z --> p,(x); similarly, the left-hand side holds because the function 
v(z) = max{x: p)x) ::::; I} is subharmonic, since Z --> {x: pz(x) ::::; I} is a 
harmonic multifunction.) 

By (2.10), the function x --> p=(X)2 - tA4 C1x12 is concave on en (for every 
Z E G), and so its distributional complex Hessian (in x) is a matrix-valued 
measure with values in the cone of negative semidefinite Hermitian matrices. 

Denote the singular part of this matrix-valued measure by J.ls • By the last 
remark, J.ls takes values in the cone of negative semidefinite Hermitian ma-
trices; write informally J.ls ::::; o. The matrix-valued measure representing the 
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Hessian of _!ACjxI2 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure, and so lis is equal to the singular part of the Hessian measure of the 
plurisubharmonic function (z, w) ---> Pz(w)2. Consequently, lis takes values 
in the cone of positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices, shortly lis ~ O. Thus, 
lis = 0, and so both the complex Hessian and the real Hessian are absolutely 
continuous matrix valued measures. Since w ---> Pz(W)2 - !A4Cjw12 is a con-
cave function, the maximum eigenvalue of the real Hessian of w ---> p Z (W)2 is 
smaller than or equal to ! A4 C for a.a. w. In particular, second-order deriva-
tives of p z (w) 2 in ware L CX) functions on G x Cn • 

(b) The lower bound assumption for the Hessian implies that the function 
x ---> p,(X)2 - !clxl2 is convex (for C E 8G), which means that 

2 2 2 2 n p,(x+h) +p,(x-h) ~2p,(x) +clhl, X,hEC, CE8G, 
and so by (2.9), 

2 2 222 n p,(x+h) +p,(x-h) ~2p,(x) + (c/A )p,(h), X,hEC, CE8G. 
By Corollary 2.11 (b), this inequality persists in G 

2 2 2 2 2 n pz(x+h) +pz(x-h) ~2pz(x) + (c/A )pz(h), ZEG, X,hEC, 

and by (2.11), we get pz(x + h)2 + pz(x - h)2 ~ 2pz(X)2 + (cjA4)lhI2, Z E G, 
x , h E Cn • Similarly as in the previous part, this inequality means that all 
the functions x ---> P7(X)2 - (cj2A4)lxI2, Z E G, are convex on Cn • Hence, 
the real Hessian matrix in x (whose components are already known to be L CX) 

functions) has a.e. lowest eigenvalue greater than or equal to C/A4. Q.E.D. 

3. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF HARMONIC MULTIFUNCTIONS. EXAMPLES 

In this section we prove additional results on harmonic multi functions which 
will be needed in the following sections. As a by-product, we obtain the next 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let q(z) > 0, Z E G, G C Ck , where G is open. Then the quasi-
normed spaces {/;Z)} zEG form a harmonic interpolation family (resp. sub- or 
superinterpolation) ifand only ifthefunction Z ---> 1jq(z): G ---> R+ is harmonic 
(resp. sub- or superharmonic). 

In the normed case, i.e. when q(z) > 1 for z E G, this result was first proved 
by Coifman and Semmes (by an apparently different method) and announced 
in [5] (see also Rochberg [10]). 

Proposition 3.2. If z ---> K (z): G ---> 2en , G C Ck , is a harmonic multifunction 
and (z, w) ---> F7(W): G x Cn ---> Cm is a holomorphic mapping, then z ---> 

F= (K (z)): G ---> l,m is a harmonic multifunction. 
Proof. Denote L(z) = Fz(K(z)). Let u(z,x ,~) be a Psubh function on (a sub-
set of) GxCm+s , and let v(z ,~) = max{u(z, x ,~): x E L(z)} . Since v(z,~) = 
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max{u(z,Fz(w),¢): WE K(z)} and the function (z,w,¢) ----+ u(z,Fz(w),¢) 
is Psubh on a subset of G x en+s (by property (1.2)), v E Psubh . Q.E.D. 

Proposition 3.3. Let z -> Kt (z): G -> 2C", t E T, (where T is an index set) be 
harmonic multifunctions. Assume that the multifunction K(z) := UtET Kt(z) 
is locally uniformly bounded in G. Then its usc regularization, K* (z) = 
Lim SuPx--->zK(x) is a harmonic multifunction. In particular, z -> K(z): G ----+ 

2cn is a harmonic multifunction, provided it is usc. 
Proof(sketch). The claim follows immediately from Definition 2.1 and from the 
property of the class Psubh that, if vt(z '¢)tET is a family of Psubh-functions 
which is locally uniformly upper bounded, then the usc regularization of their 
supremum belongs to Psubh . (The latter property of Psubh is a direct conse-
quence of the definition of Psubh and the analogous property of "subh".) Q.E.D. 

The next fact is a special case of [18, Theorem 6.9]. We sketch here a simpler 
proof. 

Proposition 3.4. If {en, p z (.)} zEG is a harmonic subinterpolation family of 
quasinormed spaces and h: G -> R is a subharmonic function, then the quasi-
normed spaces {en, eh(Zlpz(·)} zEG form also a harmonic subinterpolationfamily. 

If spaces {en, p z (.)} zEG form a harmonic interpolation family (resp. superin-
terpolation) and h: G -> R is a harmonic (resp. superharmonic) function, then 
{en, i(z) p J.)} zEG is an interpolation (resp. superinterpolation) family. 
Proof. The first part follows directly from Remark 2.S(b). By Remark 2.S(a), 
the statement for harmonic interpolation is an obvious consequence of those 
for sub- and superinterpolation. It remains to consider the latter case. 

Let K(z) = {w: p_(w)::::: I}. Then the set e-h(z)K(z) is the unit ball of the 
quasinorm eh(Zlpz(·) ~ z E G. 

Similarly as in [18, §§2,3], we will call a family {W(z)} zEG' W(z) c en , 
of quasinorming bodies (=compact strictly star-shaped neighborhoods of zero 
in en) a harmonic interpolation family if the copies of en equipped with 
corresponding quasi norms (i.e. Minkowski's functionals of W(z)) form a har-
monic interpolation family. Analogous terminology will be used for sub- and 
superinterpolation families. 

We have to show that {e-h(Z) K(z)} zEG is a (harmonic) superinterpolation 
family. For this, consider a Euclidean ball Bo c G and a sub interpolation 
family {W(z)} zERo' such that e-h((l K(C) c W(C), 'E Eo. By the definition 
following Proposition 2.4, it suffices to check that e-h(zl K(z) c W(z), z E Bo. 

By the first part of the statement, {i(ZlW(z)}zERo is a subinterpolation 
family. Since eh(()W(C) :J K(C), 'E aBo' we get eh(Z)W(z) :J K(z), z E 

Bo ({K(·)} is a superinterpolation family), and so W(z) :J e-h(z)K(z) , z E 

Bo. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let h : Go ----> R be a superharmonic function, m be a positive 
integer, and 

(3.1 ) K(z) = {w E Cm : ~ Iwl/h(Z) :$ I} , 
Then z ----> K (z) : Go ----> 2cm is a harmonic multifunction. In other words, the 
quasinormed spaces {1~k(z)LEGo form a harmoic superinterpolation family. 
Proof. We prove first the following assertion. 
Assertion. If r E (0, 1) and h: Go ----> R is superharmonic, then the multifunc-
tion L(z) = {a E C: lal :$ rh(z)} is harmonic. 

This is a special case of [18, Assertion 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.8]. I can also 
be obtained from Proposition 3.4 as follows. Using Definition 2.1, one checks 
easily that the constant family of norming bodies, Lo(z) = {a E C: lal :$ I}, 
is a harmonic multifunction, and so, by Proposition 2.4, a harmonic superin-
terpolation family. Since L(z) = e(logr)h(z) Lo(z) , z E G, and (logr)h(z) is 
subharmonic, z ----> L(z) is a harmonic superinterpolation family by Proposi-
tion 3.4, and so a harmonic multifunction (cf. Proposition 2.4). (A direct proof 
analogous to that of Assertion 1 in the Proof of Theorem 4.1 below, can also 
be given.) 

By the assertion and Proposition 2.3, every multifunction of the form 

(3.2) h(z) . cn 
Z ----> {(' 1 ' ••• , 'm): I'il :$ r i ' I = 1, ... ,m}: Go ----> 2 

is harmonic, provided 0 < ri < 1, i = 1, ... ,m. Since K(z), z E Go' is the 
. union of the sets (3.2), with r l + ... + r m :$ 1 , and of the sets 

{ ( 'I ' ... "m) E Cm: 'I = ... = 'i _ 1 = 'i+ 1 = ... = 'm = 0 , I' i I :$ I}, 

i = 1, ... , m, then z ----> K(z): Go ----> 2cm is a harmonic multifunction by 
Proposition 3.3. 

Since K(z) are unit balls of the quasinormed spaces {1~h(Z)} ZEGo ' the latter 
form a harmonic subinterpolation family by Proposition 2.4. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Sufficiency. The case of superinterpolation families was 
covered in the last lemma. 
Assertion. If q(z) > 1, z E Go' and I/q(z) is a subharmonic function, then 
{1;Z)} zEGo form a harmonic subinterpolation family of normed spaces. 

To prove it, denote by r(z) the conjugate exponent, i.e. q(Z)-1 +r(z)-I = 1. 
Then r(z) > 1 in Go and I/r(z) = 1 - I/q(z) is a superharmonic function. 
Hence, the spaces {l;~Z)LEGo form a harmonic superinterpolation family, and 
so, by Theorem 2.9, or a simple duality result [18, Proposition 4.3], their dual 
normed spaces, {l;z)} zEGo ' form a harmonic subinterpolation family, which 
proves the assertion. We will now reduce the quasinormed case (q(z) < 1) to 
the normed case. 
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Now fix a positive integer k, and let Gk = {z E G: q(z) > 11k}. Denote 
p(z ,w) = IIwllq(z)' z E G, WE Cn , and fi(z ,v) = IIvllkq(z) ' z E Gk , v E Cn . 
Since kq(z) > 1 on Gk , the function logfi(z, w) is of class Psubh on Gk xCm , 
by the assertion and Remark 2.5(b). Observe that 

~ Ilk Ilk 10gp(z;wl,···,wm)=klogp(z;W I , ••• ,wm ) 
(where the roots can be chosen in an arbitrary fashion). By applying property 
(1.2) locally (to holomorphic branches of the roots) in Gk X (Cm\{O}) , one 
concludes that 10gplGk X (Cm\{O}) is Psubh ; since logp = -00 on Gk x {O}, 
it is Psubh on G k X Cn also. 

Since Uk=1 Gk = G, logp belongs to Psubh(G X Cn) (the class Psubh is lo-
cal), and so the spaces {1~Z)} zEG form a harmonic subinterpolation family by 
Remark 2.5(b). 

If 1/q(z) is a harmonic function, {1~Z)}zEG form both a super- and sub-
interpolation family, and so an interpolation family, by Lemma 2.5(a). 

Necessity. Necessity is obvious in the interpolation case, by the reiteration 
property [18, Remark 2.10] and the "sufficiency" part. The latter, together with 
[18, Definition 3.3], yields the characterization of sub- and superinterpolation 
families. We omit further details. Q.E.D. 

4. CONSTRUCTING NEW INTERPOLATION FAMILIES 
BY COMPOSITION AND DIRECT SUM 

We say that a one-parameter family of normed spaces {Cn , Nk)}o<t<' is a 
Calderon interpolation family if for every Q, P E (0, 1), Q < P , the normed 
spaces {Cn , Nt},,~t~P are obtained by the complex interpolation method of 
Calderon from the boundary spaces (Cn ,No:(.)) and (Cn ,Np('))' In view of 
the results of Coifman et al. [2, 4] and [18, §7.1 (a)], one can conclude easily that 
{Cn ,Nt (.)} O<t< I is a Calderon interpolation family if and only if the family 
{Cn ,NRez (')} is a harmonic interpolation family on the strip {z E C: 0 < 
Re z < I}. 

By analogy, we say that a family {Cn , Nt}o<t<to (where to ::; +00) is a 
Calderon interpolation family of quasinormedspaces if the family {Cn ,NRez (')} 

is a harmonic interpolation family of quasinormed spaces in the domain {z E 
C: 0 < Re z < to} . 

We can formulate now the main result of this section. It answers a question 
posed by Rochberg [10, §3C]. 

Theorem 4.1. Let {Cn , Nl)} tE(O ,to)' where 0 < to ::; 00, be a Calderon interpo-
lation family of quasinormed spaces. Let h: G -+ (0, to) (where G is an open 
set in Ck ). Then the spaces {Cn , Nh(zl)} zEG form a harmonic interpolation 
family. 

To establish this composition theorem, we consider separately the sub inter-
polation property and the superinterpolation property. 
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Remark 4.2. Recall that, in the notation of [19, Remark 4.8], P:ss: = Po' where 
Po = psh stands for the class of all plurisubharmonic functions on Ck X Cn • 

By [18, Theorem 4.1], quasinormed spaces {Cn ,PX(')}XEH' H c Cn , form 
a Po-subinterpolation family if and only if the function (x, w) -> px(w) is 
plurisubharmonic on H x Cm . If H is a simply-connected planar domain, 
this notion is identical with that of a subinterpolation family in the sense of 
Rochberg [9, §2]. (Our main application will be in the case of a planar domain 
H.) 

Corollary 4.3. Let z -> K (z): G -> 2H , where G -> Ck , H c Cn , be a har-
monic multifunction, and let {Cm ,P)')}XEH be a Po-subinterpolation family 
(of quasinormed spaces). Define qz(w) = max{px(w): x E K(z)}. Then the 
quasinormed spaces {Cn ,qz(')} zEG form a harmonic subinterpolation family. 
Proof. By Remark 4.2, the function u( z , x , w) = p x (w) is plurisubharmonic; 
in particular u E Psubh (G x Cn+m ). Since K (.) is a harmonic multifunction and 
q_(w) = max{u(z, x, w): x E K(z)} , the function (z, w) -> q7(W) belongs to 
~Ubh(G X Cm ), which implies the conclusion by Remark 2.5(b)-. Q.E.D. 

cm 
Recall that a usc, compact-valued multifunction z -> K(z): H -> 2 ,H c 

Cn , is called analytic if the intersection of its graph, gr(K) = {( z , w): Z E 
H, w E K(z)} , with every (m + I)-dimensional complex plane in Cn+m has 
local maximum property with respect to plurisubharmonic functions (cf. [15, 
Definition 0.2; 13]). 

Remark 4.4. When H is a planar domain (n = 1), the notions of harmonic 
and analytic multifunctions are identical. (In this case Psubh = Po = psh; cf. 
property (1. 5).) 

Theorem 4.5. Let z -> L(z): G -> 2P (where G c Ck and P c Cn are open 
sets) be a harmonic multifunction, and let x -> K(x): P -> 2cm be an analytic 
multifunction. Then their composition (K oL)(z) := VX-EL(z) K(x) is a harmonic 

multifunction, z -> (K 0 L)(z): G -> 2cm . 
The result is no longer true, if one assumes that L(·) is analytic and K (.) is 

harmonic; similarly, the order of composition cannot be reversed in Proposition 
3.2. 

Note that this is consistent with the failure of a similar property in the case 
of harmonic functions: if G c Ck , P c Cn , F: G -> P is analytic, u: P -> R 
is harmonic (or subharmonic), and n > 1, then u 0 F is usually not harmonic 
(subharmonic) . 

The affirmative property that holds for multifunctions does not have an au-
tomatic analog for functions, but the following may serve as a close approxima-
tion. If h: G -> R is a harmonic function, G C Ck , and F: G x Cn -> C is 
an analytic function, then the function v(z) = max{lF(z,w)l: Iwl ~ eh(Z)} is 
a subharmonic function. 
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ProoJ oj Theorem 4.5. Denote R(z) = K 0 L(z), z E G. Consider an open 
set H c G x Cm+n and a function u(z, W ,C;) of class Psubh (H) (relative to 
the factorization G x emH ). According to Definition 2.1, we have to show 
that the function v(z,C;) =max{u(z,w,C;):w ER(z)} is of class Psubh(H,), 
where H, = {(z ,C;) E G xc: {z} x R(z) x g} c H}. Let {D(z ,y ,C;) = 
max{u(z,w,C;): W E K(y)}. Clearly, v(z,C;) = max{{D(z,x,C;): x E L(z)} 
for (z ,C;) E H,. Seeing that z -+ L(z): G -+ 2cn is a harmonic multifunction, 
it suffices now to show that the function {D (z ,x ,C;) is of class Psubh on the 
set {(z ,x ,C;) E G x e n+s : {z} x K(x) x {C;} c H}. To check this consider 
an arbitrary holomorphic map z -+ (J(z) , g(z)): Go -+ em x en, Go c G; it 
is required that the function X(z) = {D(z ,f(z) , g(z)) is subharmonic in Go. 
Clearly, 
(4.1) x(z) = max{u(z, w, g(z)): W E K(J(z))} , z E Go. 

Since the function (z, w) -+ u(z, w, g(z)) is of class Psubh on a subset of 
G x en (by property (1.2)), (4.1) and the following assertion imply that x(·) is 
a subharmonic function. 

Assertion 1. The multifunction z -+ K(J(z)): Go -+ 2cm is harmonic. 
The proof of Assertion 1 relies on the following fact. 

Assertion 2. If z -+ K(z): P -+ 2cm , Peen, is an analytic multifunction and 
J: Go -+ P, Go c e k , is an analytic mapping, then z -+ K(J(z)): Go -+ 2cm 
is an analytic multifunction. 

By this and [14, Theorem 5.1], the set Y = gr(K 0 J) = {(z, w) E Go x 
em: W E K(J(z))} has the local maximum property with respect to (k - 1)-
plurisubharmonic functions; since Psubh c Pk -, (cf. (1.4)), Y has the local 
maximum property with respect to the class Psubh ' and so z -+ K(J(z)) is a 
harmonic multifunction by Proposition 2.2. 

It remains to prove Assertion 2. Denote X = gr(K) = {(x, w): x E P, W E 
K(z)}. Then X is an (n-l)-maximum set (cf. [14, Definition 2.1]), and GxX 
is a (k + n - I)-maximum set in G x P x em by [14, Assertion 1 in the proof 
of Corollary 2.8]. Consider now the set 
(4.2) (G x X)n {(z,x,w) E G x P x em: J(z) = x}. 

Since the intersection (4.2) is defined by n equations, J;(z) = Xi' i = 1, ... ,n, 
the set (4.2) is a (k - I)-maximum set by [14, Corollary 2.6] or [14, Theorem 
2.7]. 

Observe now that the restriction of the holomorphic map (z, x , w) -+ (z , w) 
to the set (4.2) maps the latter in a one-to-one fashion onto Y = gr(K 0 J) , and 
so Y is a (k - I)-maximum set (cf. e.g. [14, Lemma 3.6]). Thus, K 0 J is an 
analytic multifunction, which proves Assertion 2. Q.E.D. 
ProoJoJTheorem 4.1. Let L,(z) = {x E e: Ixi = eh(z)}, z E G, and P = 
{x E e: I < Ixi < /o}. Denote px(w) = ~oglxl(w) for x E P, WEen, and 
K(x) = {w E en: px(w) ~ I}, x E P. 
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Assertion 1. The multifunction z ----; L, (z): G ----; 2c is harmonic. 

Assertion 2. Quasinormed spaces {Cm ,PX(')}xEP form a Po-subinterpolation 
family and x ----; K(x): P ----; 2cn is an analytic multifunction. 

These assertions allow for the reduction of Theorem 4.1 to already established 
composition results. We show this first. 

Denote qz(w) = Nh(z/w) , z E G, wE Cn ,and W(z) = {w E Cn: qz(w) ::; 
I}. Since both px(w) and K(x) depend only on the value of loglxl, we have 

(4.3) 
W(z) = (KoL,)(z), zEG, 
qz(w) = max{pJw): x E L, (z)}, zE G. 

Since L, is a harmonic multifunction, the first relation, Assertion 2 and Theo-
rem 4.5 imply that the multifunction z ----; W(z): G ----; 2cn is harmonic. Since 
W (z), z E G, are unit balls of the quasinorms q z (.) , we conclude from Propo-
sition 2.4 that the spaces {Cn ,qz(')} zEG = {Cn ,Nh(zl)} zEG from a (harmonic) 
superinterpolation family. These spaces form also a subinterpolation family by 
Proposition 4.3, Assertion 2 and relation (4.3). Consequently, {Cn , Nh(z)LEG 
is a harmonic interpolation family, as required. It remains to prove the asser-
tions. 

Proof of Assertion 1. Choose a el2) -smooth function rp: R ----; R such that 
rp(O) = 0 and rp(t) < 0 for t = O. Let u(z, w) = rp(h(z) - log Iwl), z E G, 
w =f. O. We show first that u E (PSUbh)d = the dual class to Psubh (cf. Terminol-
ogy 1.1). Fix (a, b) E G x (C\{O}). According to the criterion of Remark 1.2, 
it suffices to show that there is a C-linear map S: Ck ----; C , such that the form 

(4.4) c z----;Hess u(a,b)(zEBSz,zEBSz) 

has nonnegative trace. Seeing that 
c , c " -Hess Uta ,b) = rp (r)(Hessa h + 0) + rp (r)D a ,b ® Da ,b ' 

where r = h(a) -log Ibl , and Da ,b stands for the first-order differential at (a, b) 
of the function h (z) - log I wi, we choose S: Ck ----; C , so that the graph of S 
is equal to the kernel of Db: Ck+' ----; C. Then the form (4.4) is equal to a, 
rp'(r)Hess~h(z, z), and has zero trace. Thus 

(4.5) d 
U E (Psubh ) (G x (C\ { O} )) . 

Observe that gr(L,) = {(z, w) E G x (C\{O}): u(z, w) = A}, and U < 0 
outside gr(L,) . Hence nu(z, w) '\. X(z, w), z E G, w =f. 0, where Xlgr(L,) = 
0, and xl(G x (C\{O}))\gr(L,) = -00. One can show easily that the dual class 
of functions contains the limit of a decreasing sequence of functions from this 
class, and so X E PS: bh by (4.5). It remains to show (by Proposition 2.2) that 
the set X = gr(L,) has the local maximum property relative to Psubh ' Let 
KeG x (C\{O}) be compact and such that K n X is compact and u E Psubh 
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near K. By the local maximum property of u + X (on open subsets of Cn+ 1 ) 

and the fact that X == -00 off X, we get maxulK n X = max(u + X)IK ::; 
max(u + X)18K = max ulX n (8K). Thus, LI is a harmonic multifunction. 
(More general versions of these arguments can be found in [17, Proposition 4.6 
and Lemma 2.9(i)].) Q.E.D. 
Proof of Assertion 2. The definition of a Calderon interpolation family, formu-
lated before Theorem 4.1, amounts to the requirement that the function 

(4.6) 

be Psubh on H x Cn and that the multifunction <! --+ K(e/;): H --+ 2cn be har-
monic. Since H is planar, and Psubh = Po (= psh) on H x Cn by (1.5), the 
function (4.6) is plurisubharmonic. Substituting locally a branch of <! = log x, 
one obtains that the function (x, w) --+ px(w): P x Cn --+ R is plurisubhar-
monic, i.e. spaces {Cn ,P)')}xEP form a Po-subinterpolation family. 

By Remark 4.4, <! --+ K(i) is an analytic multifunction in H. Using locally 
the substitution <! = (a branch of) logx (cf. e.g. Assertion 2 in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5 above, or the simpler fact [11, Proposition 5.1], or use a direct 
argument), we obtain that x --+ K(x): P --+ 2cn is locally an analytic multifunc-
tion. Since the notion of an analytic multifunction is local (cf. [15, Definition 
0.2]), this concludes the proof of Assertion 2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 can now also be obtained by application of the compo-
sition method of Theorem 4.1 and the fact that the spaces {l~/t}o<t<oo form a 
Calderon interpolation family (in the sense of Theorem 4.1). 

We show now that harmonic interpolation families behave well under the 
operation of direct sum. 

Proposition 4.6. Let 0 < r ::; +00. Assume that {Cn ,pz(·)} zEG' {Cm, qz(')} zEG 
(where G c Ck ) are harmonic interpolation (resp. sub- or superinterpolation) 
families of quasinormed spaces. Then the spaces {Cn+m ,N; (.)} zEG form a har-
monic interpolation (resp. sub- or superinterpolation) family, where N;(x EElY) = 
(pz(x), + qz(y)')I/' if 0 < r < +00, and N';(x EEl y) = max(pz(x) , qz(Y)). 
Proof. Once again, it suffices to consider only the cases of sub- and superinter-
polation families. 

Case 1. Subinterpolation. Assume first that 0 < r < 00. Since the functions 
(z ,x) --+ logpz(x) and (z ,y) --+ 10gpz(Y) are Psubh ' then the functions pz(x)' 
and pz(y)' are also of the class Psubh ' by (1.7), on G x Cn and G x Cm 

respectively. By properties (1.2) and (1.1), the function u(z ,x ,y) = pz(x)' + 
pz(y)' belongs to Psubh ( G x Cn+m ) • Since u satisfies the homogeneity condition 
u(z ,AX ,AY) = IAI' u(z ,x ,y), z E G, x E Cn , y E Cm ,the function log u must 
belong to Psubh ' (This was shown in [18, Proof of Theorem 4.1, claim (4.1) 
and following comments] for the case r = 1, but the proof for the general case 
r> 1 is practically identical.) Hence, u l /' E Psubh by property (1.7). 
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The case r = 00 is obvious, because the class Psubh is closed with respect 
to the operation of taking the maximum of several functions (which follows 
directly from the definition of the class Psubh). 

Case 2. Superinterpolation. Let K(z) ,L(z) and R(z) denote the unit balls of 
the quasi norms pz(·), qz(·) and N;(.) respectively. We know that the multi-

en em functions z ----> K(z): G ----> 2 and z ----> L(z): G ----> 2 are harmonic, and 
it remains to show that z ----> R(z): G ----> 2en+m is a harmonic multifunction as 
well (cf. Proposition 2.4). In case r = 00, R(z) = K(z) x L(z), z E G, and 
the conclusion follows by Proposition 2.3. In case 0 < r < 00 , 

(4.7) R(z)=U{tK(z)xsL(z):t,s~O, t'+s'=1}. 

Since for each pair t, s the multifunction 

Z ----> tK(z) x sL(z): G ----> 2 
cn+m 

(where tK(z) = {tx: x E K(z)}) is harmonic by Propositions 2.3 and 3.2, 
Proposition 3.3 and (4.7) imply that R(·) is a harmonic multifunction. Q.E.D. 

5. INTERPOLATIONS OF UNIFORMLY CONVEX AND 
UNIFORMLY SMOOTH SPACES 

In this section we generalize Corollary 2.11 to arbitrary strictly convex and 
smooth spaces. In case the modulus of convexity or of smoothness is of power 
type, the reciprocal of the power type exponent is shown to be a super- or 
subharmonic function, similarly to the situation in Theorem 2.10 (which will 
also be proven in this section). 

For general background on moduli of convexity or smoothness of normed 
spaces, the reader is referred to Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [8, Volume II, I.e] 
or Day [6, Chapter VII, §2]. Convexity in the context of interpolation was 
studied by Cwikel and Reisner [24] and Vignati [25]. 

Proposition 5.1. Let {Cn , II· IIJ zEG' where G c Ck is bounded (and open) be 
a (continuous) harmonic interpolationfamity ofnormed spaces. If all the spaces 
{Cn , 1I·11'}'EiJG are uniformly convex (cJ [8, Definition I.e.1(iii)]), then all the 
intermediate normed spaces {Cn , 1I·ll z } zEG are uniformly convex. Quantitatively, 
if the function J: (0,2] ----> R is the largest convex minorant of the moduli of 
convexity of the boundary spaces (Cn , 11·11,) 'E 8G, then it is also a minorant 
of moduli of convexity of the intermediate spaces (Cn , II . liz), z E G. 
Remark. In the finite-dimensional case, uniform convexity is equivalent to strict 
convexity. Still, the above formulation has the advantage that it should (pre-
sumably) generalize unchanged to the case of infinite-dimensional fibers. 

Proof. Denote by t5 _: (0,2] --+ R the modulus of convexity of 11·11, , i.e. t5 _ (e) = 

inf{l - tllx + yllz: -x,y E Cn ,llxllz = lIyllz = 1, IIx - yllz = e}: 0 < e- ~ 2. 
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Since J(e) :s; £5,(e) , 'E 8G, e E (0,2], we get 

(5.1) ~llx + yll, + J(lIx - yll,) :s; 1, 'E 8G, IIxll, = Ilyll, = 1. 

By the assumptions, J(e) > 0 for e > O. Fix eo < 2 (rather close to 2). 
Since the function J is convex and positive, one can construct a convex function 
£5*: (0, + 00) -t R+, such that 

(5.2) 
£5* (e) = J(e), 
£5*(e) :s; J(e), 

for 0 < e :s; eo ' 
eo :s; e :s; 2. 

Define u(z ,x ,y) = ~llx + yllz + £5*(lIx - yllz) , z E G, x ,y E en , and v(z) = 
sup{u(z, x ,y): x ,y E B(z)} , where B(z) = {x E Cn : Ilxllz :s; I}. By Remark 
2.5(b) and property (1.2), the functions (z ,x ,y) -t Ilx + yllz' (z ,x ,y) -t 

IIx - yllz belong to Psubh(G X C2n ); then £5*(llx - ylU is of class Psubh(G X C2n ) 

(note £5* is convex and increasing; cf. (1.7)(a)), and so u E Psubh(G X C2n ) by 
(1.1). Since the multifunction z -t B(z) x B(z): G -t 2cn is harmonic (by 
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4), v E usc(G) n subh(G). Hence, v(z) :s; 1 for z E G, 
because v(O :s; 1, 'E 8G, by (5.1), (5.2) and the definition of v(·). Thus 

(5.3) ~llx + yll= + J(llx - yllz) :s; 1, Ilxll z' IIYzl1 :s; 1, 

provided Ilx - yll= :s; eo' Since eo can be an arbitrary number < 2, inequality 
(5.3) holds without further restrictions. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 5.2. jJ {Cn ,11'll z} zEG is a continuous harmonic interpolation Jamily oj 
normed spaces, and all the boundary spaces are uniformly smooth, then so are all 
the intermediate spaces. Quantitatively, if a convex Junction p: (0,2) -t R, such 
that limr-+o p ( r) / r = 0, majorizes the moduli oj smoothness oj all the boundary 
spaces, it also majorizes the moduli oj smoothness oj all the intermediate spaces. 

This follows directly from the previous proposition applied to the family of 
dual normed spaces (cf. Theorem 2.9) and from the fact that the lower convex 
envelope of the modulus of convexity of a given normed space is the convex-
conjugate function of the module of smoothness of its dual normed spaces, (cf. 
[8, Propositions l.e.2 and l.e.6]). 

Unlike the modulus of convexity, the modulus of smoothness makes sense 
also for quasinormed spaces. If p: X -t R is a quasinorm, the modulus of 
smoothness of the space (X, p) is 

Px(t) = sup{(p(x + h) + p(x - h))/2 - I: x, hEX ,p(x) = 1 ,p(h) = t}. 

The next lemma will yield new applications also in the case of normed spaces. 

Lemma 5.3. Let {Cn ,p z (.)} zEG' where G c Ck is open, be a harmonic interpo-
lation Jamily oj quasinormed spaces. Denote 

p(z ,t) = sUP{1(pz(x + h) + pz(x - h)) - I: x ,h E Cn , p=(x) = 1, pz(h) = t} 
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for t ~ O. Then thefunction z -+ p(z, eh(z)): Go -+ R is a subharmonicfunction 
for every harmonic function h : Go -+ R, where Go c G. 
Proof. Clearly, p: G x Cn -+ R is a usc function. (If all the quasi norms p z (.) 
are actually norms, then p(z, r) is continuous.) 

Assertion. Let 
"0 (J 

X(z, w) = max{!pz(x + e' w) + !pz(x - e' w) - 1: pz(x) = 1,0 E R} 

for (z ,w) E G x Cn • Then X E Psubh(G X Cn ). 
To prove the assertion, let, for (z, x, w) E G x Cn x Cn , 

"0 (J 
u(z,x,w)=max{!pz(x+e' w)+!pz(x-e' W)-1:0ER}. 

Then u E Psubh (G X C2n ) , by (1.2), (1.1), and the fact that the supremum of an 
upper-bounded family of Psubh functions is Psubh ' provided it is usc. Since the 
quasinorms p z (.) are C-homogeneous, 

u(z, rx ,y) = max( -21p,(re -iO x + w) + -21 pz(re -iO x - w) - 1) 
OER • 

= max{!pz(ax + w) + !pz(ax - w) - 1: lal = r, a E C}. 
Since a -+ Pz(ax±w) is a subharmonic function, we conclude that u(z, rx, w) 
S u(z,x,w) if 0 S r S 1. Thus X(z,w) = max{u(z,x,w): x E B(z)} , 
where B(z) = {x E Cn : pJx) S I}, and so X E Psubh(G X Cn ), by Proposition 
2.4 and Definition 2.1. This proves the assertion. 

Let W(z) = i(Z)B(z) = {i(z)w: w E B(z)}. Since B(·) is a harmonic 
multifunction, and B(z), z E G, are unit balls of C-homogeneous quasi-
norms, Propositions 2.4 and 3.4 imply that z -+ W(z): Go -+ 2en is a har-
monic multifunction, provided h: Go -+ R is a harmonic function. Finally, 
p(z, i(Z)) = max{x(z, w): WE W(z)}, z E Go' The last observations and the 
assertion imply that z -+ p(z, i(Z)) is a sub harmonic function in Go' Q.E.D. 

The most important class of uniformly smooth spaces form those whose mod-
ulus of smoothness is of power type q, with q E (1 , 2] , i.e. such that for some 
K < +00, Px(t) S Ktq , t> O. 

Theorem 5.4. Let {Cn , p Z (.)} ZEG' where G c Ck is bounded, be a continu-
ous harmonic interpolation family of quasinormed spaces. Assume that all the 
boundary spaces have moduli of smoothness of power-type qo E (1, 2] with a 
uniform constant Ko' i.e. p(', t) S Kotq , 'E 8G, t ~ O. Then every inter-
mediate space (Cn , p _ (. )), z E G, has modulus of smoothness of power type 
qo' Moreover, if y(z) = the supremum of q 's, such that pz(') has modulus 
of smoothness of power type q, then the function z -+ 1/ y( z): G -+ R is a 
bounded, Borel-measurable, weak subharmonic function. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, the function z -+ p(z, t) is subharmonic for every 
t ~ 0; hence p(z, t) S Kot qO , z E G. For K ~ Ko' let 

y(K, z) = max{q E [1 ,2]: p(z, t) S Ktq ,0 S t < +oo}. 
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Assertion 1. If K ~ Ko' then the function z -+ Ijy(K, z) is lsc in G and 
satisfies the mean-value inequality. 

This assertion implies the theorem. Indeed, if Ko ::; KI ::; K 2, then the set 
{q E [1,2]: p(z, t) ::; K1tq ,t E (0, +oo)} is contained in {q: q E [l, 2]: p(z, t) 
::; K2tq , t E (0, +oo)}, and so y(KI' t) ::; y(K2' t). Hence, Ijy(n, z) \. Ijy(z), 
z E G. Since the function Ijy(n, z), n = 1,2, ... , form a uniformly 
bounded family of lsc functions, and since they satisfy the mean-value inequal-
ity (by Assertion 1), Ijy(z) is weak subharmonic. 

As for Assertion 1, observe that y(K,z) = max{q: q E A(z)} , where q E 
A(z), if and only if 1 ::; q ::; 2 and !pz(x + h) + !pz(x - h) - 1 ::; Kpz(h) , 
whenever pz(x) ::; 1, x, h E en. Since (z, x) -+ pz(x): G x en -+ R is 
a continuous function, the multifunction z -+ A(z): G -+ 2[1,2) is usc and 
compact-valued, and so z -+ y(K, z) is a usc function for every K ~ Ko' 

To prove the mean-value inequality, it suffices to check that whenever Bo is 
a Euclidean ball with Bo c G and h: Bo -+ R is a bounded harmonic function 
(notethat Ijy(K,z) isbounded),suchthat h(O > Ijy(K,O fora.a. (EaBo' 
where h(O denote the nontangential boundary values, then h(z) ~ Ijy(K, z), 
z E Bo' 

Let ( be any point of aBo at which the non tangential boundary limit exists. 
Since Ijh(() < y(K, (), we get p((, r) ::; Kr l /h«() ,or equivalently p((, the,)) ::; 
Kt for t> O. Fix now t > 0 and let qJ(z) = p(z, th(Z)), z E Bo' By Lemma 
5.3, function qJ(') is subharmonic in Bo' Since p(z, r) is usc, one can see that, 
if the non tangential boundary value h (() exists at the point (E aBo' then 

(5.4) (nontan) lim sup qJ(z) ::; p((, th«()) ::; Kt, 
z-+' 

where z approaches ( nontangentially in lim sup. 
The following fact is well known. 

Assertion 2. Let qJ: Bo -+ R be a bounded subharmonic function and C a 
constant. Assume that lim SUPr-+I_O qJ(r() ::; C for a.a. (E aBo' Then qJ(z) ::; 
C for all z E Bo . 

By (5.4) and Assertion 2, qJ(z) = p(z, th(Z)) ::; Kt for z E Bo and t > O. 
Hence, p(z, r) ::; Krl/h(Z) , r > 0, which means that Ijh(z) ::; y(K, z), i.e. 
Ijy(K, z) ::; h(z), z E Bo' Q.E.D. 

Recall, after Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [8, § I.e], that a normed space 
(en, II . 11-) has modulus of convexity (U e) of power type p E (1, 2], if 
cUe) ~ c-eP , e E (0,2], with some positive constant c. By [8, Proposition 
1 :e.2], the normed space (en, II· liz) has modulus of convexity of power type p 
if and only if the dual normed space has modulus of smoothness of power type 
q ,where 1/ p + 1 j q = 1, 2 ~ p ,q ~ 1 . 

Remark 5.5. By the above observations and the duality for harmonic interpola-
tion (Theorem 2.9), Theorem 5.4 has an obvious analog for uniform convexity. 
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In particular, if the normed spaces (Cn , II . liz), z E G, form a harmonic 
interpolation family and have modulus of convexity of power type Po > 1 (with 
uniform constant c > 0), then z ---+ 1/n(z): G ---+ R is a superharmonicfunction, 
where n( z) = the infimum of admissible exponents p of power type for the space 
(Cn ,II· liz)· 

Proof of Theorem 2.10. Let 

R ( z) = {r E [0, 1]: p z (x + y)' 5. p z (x) r + p z (y ) r ,x ,y E Cn } . 

Clearly, the multifunction z ---+ R(z): G ---+ 2[0,,] is usc and compact-valued 
and r(z) = max{r: r E R(z)}. Thus r(·) is a usc function and z ---+ 1/r(z) is 
lsc, as required. 

The general idea of the proof of the mean-value inequality is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 5.4. Since 1/r(z) is a bounded function, it suffices to show 
that for every bounded harmonic function h: Bo ---+ R, with Bo a Euclidean 
ball and Bo c G, such that h(() 2: 1/r(() for a.a. (E aBo (h(O stands for 
the nontangential boundary value), the inequality h(z) 2: 1/r(z), z E Bo ' must 
hold. 

Fix such a Bo and h and denote by A the set of all those ( E aBo at 
which the nontangential boundary limit h(() exists and h(O 2: 1/r(0. Define 
the multifunction K: Bo U A ---+ 2c'" (m is a fixed integer) by formula (3.1) if 
z E Bo' and let 

K(()={WECm : ~IWil'/h(')5.1} if(EA. 

Let B(z) = {x E Cn : pz(x) 5. 1}. For (E A, we have 1/h(0 5. r(O, and 
so the function x ---+ (p,(x))'/h(() is subadditive and 1/h(()-homogeneous on 
Cn . Thus 

(5.5) w,x, + ... + wmxm E B(O if x,, ... ,xm E B((), WE K(O, (E A. 

Denote F(w ,Xl' ... ,xm) = WIXI + ... + wmxm for W E cm , Xi E Cn , i = 
1, ... ,m, and let R(z) = F(K(z) x B(z)m) for z E Bo U A, where B(z)m 
stands for the m-fold Cartesian product B(z) x ... x B(z). Since F is an 
analytic mapping, the multifunction z ---+ R(z): Bo ---+ 2cn is harmonic by 
Propositions 2.3 and 3.2. 

Now let qJ(z) = max{pz(x): x E R(z)} , z E Bo U A. Since RIBo is a har-
monic multifunction, qJlBo is a subharmonic function. By (5.5), R(() c B(() 
for (E A, and so qJ(() 5. 1 for (E A. Since h(z) ---+ h(O, as z ---+ ( nontan-
gentially (for a fixed (E A), LimSupR(z) c R(() if z ---+ ( nontangentially 
(Lim Sup means in the topological, not set-theoretical, sense), and the function 
(z ,x) ---+ pz(x) is continuous, then limsupqJ(z) 5. qJ(() 5. 1, provided z ---+ ( 

nontangentially (for ( E A). Since A has full measure, Assertion 2 in the 
Proof of Theorem 5.4 implies that qJ(z) 5. 1 for z E Bo ' and so R(z) c B(z), 
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z E Bo. This inclusion means that WIX I + ... + wmxm E B(z), whenever 
E;':I IWill/h(z) :::; 1, and XI' ... ,xm E B(z). Since m is arbitrary, we conclude 
that the function X -+ Pz(X)I/h(z) satisfies the triangle inequality for z E Bo. 
Thus l/h(z):::; r(z). Q.E.D. 

6. COMPARISON OF HARMONIC INTERPOLATION WITH 
OTHER COMPLEX INTERPOLATION METHODS 

As mentioned in the introduction, the harmonic interpolation method is just 
a special case of the p~Sh -interpolation method (or P~o if we want to obtain 
normed spaces), where Q is an arbitrary translation invariant complex pseudo-
convex class of usc functions, with local maximum properties on ek (or, more 
generally, on a homogeneous complex manifold). For the list of properties of Q 
and the construction of interpolating quasinorms, the reader is referred to [18, 
§§ 1 ,2]. We recall, however, that p~Sh is the class of all usc functions u( z ,w) 

defined (on open subsets) of ek x en , such that the function z -+ u(z ,j(z)) is 
of class Q if z -+ f(z): Go c en, Go c ek , is analytic and the slice functions 
W -+ u( z , w) are plurisubharmonic. 

As indicated in the introduction, in order to understand better the remarkable 
regularity of the harmonic interpolation method, we compare it in this section 
with other p~Sh -methods (or P~o -methods), in case Q + Q c Q , or Qd + Qd C 

Qd (cf. Terminology 1.1 for the definition of Qd) . 
The additivity of Q is applied through the following property: 

·f psh psh psh (6.1) 1 Q + Q c Q, then PQ + PQ c PQ • 

In this respect recall that (cf. [18, Theorem 4.1]) 

a family {en ,Pz(·)}zEG of quasinormed spaces is a p~sh_sub_ 
(6.2) interpolation family if and only if (z , w) -+ logp z (w) is a func-

tion of class p~Sh (G x en) . 
Property (6.1) is used in those proofs in which the maximum property for 

sums of functions built from the norm function is required. 
As for the additivity of Qd , the main reason of its usefulness for our appli-

cations is comprised by the next theorem. 

Theorem 6.1. Let {en ,Pz(·)}zEG' with G c ek bounded, be a p~sh-interpola
tionfamily ofquasinormed spaces. Let B(z) = {w E en: pz(w) :::; I}. Then the 
set {(z, WI' w 2) E G x en x en: WI' w 2 E B(z)} has local maximum property 
with respect to functions u(z, WI' w 2 ) of class p~Sh on G X e2n • 

In fact, spaces e2n with quasinorms determined by W(z) x W(z), z E G, 
form a p~Sh -interpolation family (provided Qd + Qd C Qd), which generalizes 
partially Proposition 4.6 above. 
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Instead of using Theorem 6.1 directly, it is actually more convenient to use, 
like in §§2-5, some auxiliary classes of set-valued functions. 

Definition 6.2. Let R be a pseudoconvex class of functions on Ck such that 
R + R c Rand R contains the class of plurisubharmonic functions (cf. [18, 
(1.1)-(1.2)]). Then a multifunction z --+ K(z): G --+ 2en

, G C Ck , is called 
weak R-analytic if it is compact valued, usc, and satisfies the condition: 

(6.3) 

for every integer s = 0, 1 ,2, ... and for every function 
u(z, w ,e) of class p;Sh on H c G x Cn+s , the function 
u(z,e) = max{u(z,w,e): w E K(z)} is of class p;Sh on 
{(z,e): zEG,{z}xK(z)x{e}cH}. 

Examples. If R = subh, weak R-analytic multifunctions = harmonic mul-
tifunctions. If R = psh, weak R-analaytic multifunctions = weak analytic 
multifunctions (cf. [15, Definition 3.2; 11, §4]). 

Proposition 6.3. If z --+ K (z): G --+ 2C" is a usc multifunction with convex sec-
tions whose graph has local maximum property with respect to the class p~Sh on 
G x Cn , and Qd + Qd C Qd , then z --+ K (z) is a weak Qd -analytic multifunc-
tion. In particular, the multifunction z --+ B(z): G --+ 2en from Theorem 6.1 is 
weak Qd -analytic. 

en em 
Proposition 6.4. Let z --+ K (z): G --+ 2 and z --+ L( z): G --+ 2 be weak 
R-analytic multifunctions (as in Definition 6.2). Then the multifunction z --+ 

K(z) x L(z): G --+ 2en+
m is weak R-analytic. 

The first proposition summarizes [18, Proposition 1.3, Theorem 3.5]. The 
proof of Proposition 6.4 is completely analogous to that of Proposition 2.3. (In 
fact the proof in §2 was axiomatic: the specific way in which classes of the 
function on G x Cn x CS , s = 0, 1 , 2, ... , were defined, was never used.) 

We will sketch now generalizations of some of the results of §§2 and 5, in 
which the additivity of Qd is used. 

Proposition 6.5. Let Q be a translation invariant pseudoconvex class of func-
tions on Ck , containing the class of plurisubharmonic functions and having local 
maximum property (cJ [18, Axioms (1.1)-(1.12)]). Assume that Qd + Qd C Qd 
and let {Cn ,pz(·)} zEG be a continuous p~Sh -interpolation family of quasinormed 
spaces. Then: 

(a) if all the boundary quasinorms p(' , E 8G, are norms, then all Pz' 
z E G, are norms as well; 

(b) in the situation of (a), {Cn ,PZ(·)}ZEG is also a continuous p~O-interpola-
tion family (of normed spaces), i.e. p~o_ and p~sh-interpolation methods yield 
identical results when the boundary data are normed spaces; 
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(c) if r E (0,1] and all the p's, 'E 8G, are r-norms, i.e. p,(x)r satisfies 
the triangle inequality, then so are all the intermediate quasi norms p z' z E G. 
Proof (sketch). (a) is a special case of (c) with r = 1. 

(c) We proceed as in Lemma 2.6. To obtain that pz(x+y/ ::s pz(x/ +Pz(y/ , 
x ,y E Cn , it suffices to show, for every a, p > 0, that pz(ax + py/ ::s ar + pr 
if p::(x) ::s 1, pz(Y) ::s 1. This is equivalent to proving that v(z) ::s 1 for 
z E G, where 

v(z) = max{u(z ,x ,y): (x ,y) E W(z) x W(z)} 
and u(z,x,y) =pz(ax+py/, W(z) = {w ECn:Pz(w)::s I}. Using [18, The-
orem 4.1], the definition of the class p~~h (cf. [19, §4] and a property analogous 
to (1.7)), one checks easily that u E p~~h(G X C2n ). Now, by Propositions 6.3 
and 6.4, v E Qd (G) n usc( G) . Since the class Qd has the local maximum prop-
erty (cf. [17, Proposition 1.12(i)]), v(z)::S maxvl8G, and so v(z)::S ar + pr, 
because v (0 ::s ar + pr, 'E 8 G, by the sub additivity property of pr (0 . 

(b) follows from (a) and the next Assertion. 

Assertion. Let Q satisfy conditions (1.0)-(1.12) in [18] and let {Cn ,PZ}zEG 
be a p~Sh -interpolation family. Assume that all the p Z (.), z E G, are norms. 
Then {Cn ,p::(.)} zEG is also a p~O-interpolation family. 

Although no additivity assumption is made about Q or Qd, the proof of 
this assertion is practically identical with the Proposition 2.8 above, and is 
omitted. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 6.6. In the situation of Proposition 6.S( c), let r(z) = the largest r > 0, 
such that the function w --> p _ (w / satisfies the triangle inequality. Then the usc 
regularization of the function- z --> l/r(z) is (k - l)-plurisubharmonic. (More 
precisely, it is of class Q.) 
Proof (sketch). The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.10 (and slightly 
simpler, because the nontangentiallimits do not have to be considered). Keep-
ing the notation of the latter proof, we have to introduce the following changes. 

Function h: lio --> R is now assumed continuous and -h E Qd. Then 
the definition of K(z) is literally the same, but the conclusion is now that 
K: Eo --> 2cm is a Qd -analytic multifunction (which one obtains by [18, Proof 
of Lemma 2.8, Assertion 1], and so is the multifunction R(·), by Proposition 
6.4 and an analog of Proposition 3.2 for weak Qd -analytic multifunctions. We 
omit further details. Q.E.D. 

We will consider now some properties of p~Sh -interpolation method in the 
situation when Q + Q c Q. We start from a counterexample. 

Proposition-Example 6.7. For K > 0, let X = {(', w) E C2XC2: 1'1 = I, IWil ::s 
e _KI(,1 2 ,i = 1 ,2}. Then the polynomial hull of X is equal to the set 

Y = {(z ,w) E d x d: Izl::S 1 ,IWIW21::S e- K ,IWil::S e- K1 ::;1 2 ,i = 1,2}. 
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Proof. Observe that Y contains X and is equal to the intersection of the 
following three sets: 

4 -K {(Z,W)EC :lzl::::;I,lwlw21::::;e }; 
3 -Klz112 -{(z,W I ) EC : Izl::::; 1 ,Iwd::::; e } x D; 

{(z ,w2) Ed: Izl ::::; 1, IW21 ::::; e-Klz212} x D, 
where D denotes the closed unit disc. Clearly, the first set is polynomially 
convex; the other two sets are polynomially convex because, in general, the sets 
of the form {(z, w) E C3 : Izl ::::; 1, Iwi ::::; e-9I (z)} , where qJ(z) is continuous and 
plurisubharmonic, are known to be polynomially convex (Hartogs sets). Hence, 
Y :J hull(X) . 

Denote 8B = {z E C2 : Izl = I}. Since Y n (8B x C2 ) = X n (8B x C2), 

it remains to show (by Rossi's local maximum modulus principle) that the set 
Y1 = Y\(8B X C2) has local maximum property (relative to polynomials). For 
this, it suffices to check that through each point (a, b) of 8 Y n (B x C2) (where 
B = {z E C2: I z I < I}), there passes an open piece of one-dimensional complex 
variety, entirely contained in Y. 

If (a, b) E 8 Y and lal < 1, then one of the following three cases holds: 

Ib 1- -Kla 11 2 b-K 
I - e , Ib l 21::::; e ; 

Ib21 = e -Kla21 2 , Ib l b21 ::::; e -K; 

Ibil < e-KlaiI2, i = 1,2, Ibl b21 = e-K . 

In the third case, we just take an open piece of the 2-plane {( z , w): w = b} . 
The first two cases are symmetric and we consider only the first of them. There 
is an open neighborhood of (a, b) in the complex lines {(a, z2' b l ,b2): z2 E C} 
which is contained in Y, because the conditions I a I < 1, I b I b2 1 ::::; e - K and 
Ibd = e-Klad2 imply necessarily that Ib21 < e-Kla212 , and so Ib21 < e-Klz212 for 
z2 near a2. Q.E.D. 

We can show now that the assumption Qd + Qd C Qd cannot be omitted 
from Proposition 6.5(a). 

Corollary 6.S. If Q is the class of all plurisubharmonic functions on C2 , then 
P~o _ and p~Sh -interpolation methods yield different results for some continuous 

family ofnormed spaces on 8B = {I'I = 1,' E C2}. 

Proof. Let p,(w) = max(eKI'd2IwII,eKI'212Iw2J) , w E C2 , 'E 8B. Then 
{(" w) E C4 : 1'1 = 1 ,p,(w) ::::; I} is equal to the set X from the last example. 
It is easy to observe (cf. [19, Proposition 4.7]) that if Q = psh (on C2), then 
p~Sh (on c2 x C2) = psh (on C4). 

By [18, Definition 2.1], if P 7 (.), z E G , is the family of interpolating quasi-
norms, relative to p~Sh = psh ,-and W(z) = {w: pz(w) ::::; I}, then gr(W)\X = 
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the largest set with local maximum property with respect to psh (and compact 
closure), and so is equal to Y\X (in the notation of Proposition-Example 6.7). 
By the properties of Y, W(z) is not convex for Izl < 1, i.e. pz(·) are not 
norms. Q.E.D. 
Remark. One may ask whether an example of a polynomial hull with the prop-
erties of Y from Proposition-Example 6.7 can be found in a space of lower 
dimension than four. If one drops the requirement that the sections of Y be 
circled, then the three-dimensional example due to John Wermer [22] (which 
we sketch below with its author permission) provides a positive answer. On the 
other hand, no such example is possible if B is replaced by a planar compact 
(cf. Alexander and Werner [I] for the case of the unit disc, and [16]). 

Example 6.9 [22]. The sets R; = {C EBB: 1';1 < H, i = 1,2, are open subsets 
of the sphere BB and RI nR2 = 0. Using Tietze-Urysohn's theorem, one can 
construct easily a continuous family of closed circles '~X,: B B ~ 2c , such 
that: 

(a) X, = {Iw + 21 ~ I} if 'I = 0, 'E BB, and X, = {Iw - 21 ~ I} if 
'2=0, 'EBB; 

(b) X, c {Iw + 21 ~ I} if 'E RI and X, E {Iw - 21 ~ I} if 'E R 2 ; 

(c) if 'E BB\(RI UR2 ), then X, is a singleton {t}, with t E [-2,2]. 
We now let X = {(', w) E BB xC: w EX,}, and denote the polynomial 

hull of X by Y. By the well-known facts, Y n (B B x C) = X. Denote 
Yo = {w E C: (O,w) E Y}. Since the set 

z= U X,={lw+21~1}U[-1,1]U{lw-21~1} 
'EiJB 

is a polynomially convex planar set, Yo c Z . Since X, is constant on each of 
the circles {' EBB: '; = A}, i = 1,2, Yo must contain both discs {Iw + 21 ~ 
I} and {I w - 21 ~ I} . Since Z is not (geometrically) convex, we conclude that 
Yo cannot be convex either. 

Theorem 6.10. Let Q be a translation-invariant pseudoconvex class on Ck with 
local maximum property (cJ [18, (1.1)-(1.12)]). Let {Cn ,PZ(')}zEG be a p~o_ 

(or p~Sh -) interpolation family of normed (resp. quasinormed) spaces (on a 
bounded set G). Assume that Q is closed with respect to addition. Then 

(a) if there is K > 0, such that 

(6.4) 

then for every z E G, x, h E Cn 

2 2 2 2 
pz(x + h) + pz(x - h) ~ 2pz(x) + Klhl , 

where I· I denotes the Euclidean norm; 
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(b) if the functions w --+ p((W)2 have L oo second order partial derivatives for 
every , E fJ G, and if they are uniformly bounded in 'E fJ G, then the function 
(z , w) --+ P. (W)2 has L 00 second order partial derivatives with respect to w in 
G x en. . 

Remark. In case Q = psh, the theorem has an interpretation in terms of poly-
nomial hulls. If we let X = {(Cw) E ek x en:, E fJG,p((w) ::; I} and 
y = {(z, w) E ek x en: z E G ,pz(w) ::; I}, then Y is the polynomial hull 
of X, provided G itself is polynomially convex. The theorem implies some 
regularity of the surface of Y (in the direction of w) under similar assumption 
for X. A stronger result will be given in [21]. 

Proof (sketch). Whether p J) are norms or quasinorms, part (b) follows from 
(a) in the same way as it was observed in the proof of Theorem 2.I2(a). We 
omit further details. 

(a) We prove the P~o and p~Sh cases simultaneously. Let W(z) = {x E 

en: P.(x) ::; 1}, z E G. Fix 0: > 0 and h E en, and denote u(z,x) = 
P.(o:x· + h)2 + P.(o:x - h)2 and v(z) = max{u(z ,x): x E W(z)}. By (6.1), 
u-E P~o (resp. p~Sh), and since {en, p z} zEG is a P~o _ (resp. p~Sh -) interpolation 
family, gr( WIG) has local maximum property with respect to functions of class 
P~o (or p~Sh) (cf. [18, Theorem 2.3]), and so maxvlG::; maxvlfJG (cf. also 
[18, Proposition 1.3]). By (6.4), v(O ::; 20:2 + Klhl 2 for' E fJG, and so 

2 2· 2 2 v(z) ::; 0: +Klhl , z E G. Thus, If pz(x) = 1, then pz(o:x+h) +pz(o:x-h) ::; 
2Pz(fJX)2 + Klhl 2 . Since 0: and h were arbitrary, the result follows. Q.E.D. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

All results of this paper remain true in the context of harmonic interpolation 
on complex homogeneous spaces, i.e. for p~Sh -interpolation, where Q is the 
class of all usc functions subharmonic with respect to an invariant Laplacian on 
a complex homogeneous space (cf. [18, §§8.1, 8.4]). They hold, in particular, 
for the M -harmonic interpolation, which corresponds to Q = the class of all 
M-subharmonic functions on the unit ball of d (cf. [18, §8.3]). Although all 
the proofs given above can be easily adapted to the more general setting, for 
the sake of simplicity of exposition, we have formulated our results only in the 
Euclidean case. 

In the context of complex information over a simply connected planar do-
main, R. Rochberg [23] studied how the interpolating norm varies with the 
parameter z. It would be worthwhile to generalize his results to harmonic in-
terpolation in several dimensions, and we believe that the present paper might 
playa helpful role in this respect. 
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